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Electrical Engineering students association (EESA) is a committee formed by the Third year students
of the electrical department, under its member faculties and supported by a co-ordinator team from
second year. The committee collectively represents all the students of the electrical department in
the college. Its primary agenda is the improvement of cultural as well as co-curricular life of students,
the committee works in the direction of the same with facilitation provided by the member faculties
and under the guidance of the HOD, Dr.(Mrs.) Anupa Sabnis. It involves organizing various activities
which are designed to enhance the required skillset of the students, improve their technical,
communication and management skills apart from the curriculum and academics of the college.

The committee organizes various workshops, technical events, seminars, industrial visits as well as
fun and sports events to improve students understanding of core curriculum along with inculcating
team work, networking and communication skills.

Events and activities conducted by EESA committee 2018-19 are as below;

 Orientation programme for FY students- Fresher’s were briefed about the college in general,
the student committees and student council, different clubs representing the college at
different platforms, etc.

 Pointer and scientific calculator workshop- The students of first year were taught in depth
the methods and steps of using the scientific calculator. They were also given a brief idea
about how the grading is done in the CGPA system.

 SPECTRA- The committee members were on the core committee of the annual technical fest
of SPCE, SPECTRA 2019 along with other dept. committee as well as the student council
members. The members of the committee were responsible for all the events organized
under the Electrical department right from raising sponsorships for the events to managing
and executing them. This year the members were successful in reinstating the robotics event
Sumobots which was scrapped for the previous year. Other events like Rowboats, SPRC,
Robosoccer, etc. were hugely successful.

 EESA Cup- EESA cup 2019 was the annual sports event of the committee where all four
classes of the department competed in various indoor and outdoor sports events for the
trophy. All the popular sports like cricket, football, volleyball, throw ball, carom,chess as well
as computer games like counter strike were organized under the EESA cup and the third year
emerged as the overall winner of the Cup.

Other activities of the EESA committee include the SPCE Cup in association with MESA and CEA,
treasure hunt, Industrial visit, Teachers Day celebration, etc. The committee is thankful for the
consistent support of the HOD and member faculties for all its endeavours. It has tried its best to
serve the students in the best possible ways and hopes that the future committees will keep on
raising the benchmarks by bringing in more activities and events for the welfare of the students.


